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So that everybody would smile in the photo, the Russians ask «Smiling! », in English–speaking cul-

ture they say: «Cheese! », the Danes say: « Orange! », the Koreans: "Cabbage", and Finns: «muikku» (it 

is a kind of fish). 

The smile of the Belarusians and Russians is more often sincere. But it is always addressed to familiar 

people. At the moment of a smile nobody should be engaged in serious business, and the reason of smil-

ing should be clear to everybody.  

White–teeth western smile also has peculiarities. On the one hand it can make communication easier 

and encourage in difficult situations. On the other hand, it complicates understanding feelings of people 

around. 

Big zygomatic muscle and circular muscles of eyes are responsible for the expression of sincere pleas-

ure. It is practically impossible to exert them an effort of will. The stronger the activity of big zygomastic 

muscle, the higher the level of experienced joy. 

This sincere demonstration of pleasure has been named ―Duchenn smile‖– by the name of the scien-

tist, who was the first to express the idea that sincere smile should differ from all others. With Duchenn 

smile the baby reacts when he sees mother. According to statistics the adult person more often smiles 

with Duchenn smile while watching comedies or amusing films. According to researches, Duchenn smile 

unlike all others positively influences our health. 

So smile sincerely: it is useful, and it doesn't contradict national tradition [2]. 
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Man is a social being. He lives in society and communicates with other members of society.  

So, words connect people, unite them through communication. Without communication there is no so-

ciety, no social, cultural, and educated people. Words put together into language single out man from the 

animal world.  

No science and no specialty can manage without words. They need to form knowledge and experi-

ence, save it and pass to the next generation [1, p. 12.]. 

Language is the development of the basic form of communication between human beings and a socie-

ty. And just as it is the basic form, it is also the most developed. We cannot communicate in any real 

sense without language, other than through gestures; we do communicate through some non–verbal forms 

like the visual arts – painting and sculpture – and through dance, but the culmination of true, articulate, 

communication is through language. It could take a number of forms, of course. It could be unvarnished, 

workaday prose, it could be poetry, it could be drama; but all of these are forms of language, written, spo-

ken and read. 

Language is the verbal expression of culture. Culture is the idea, custom and beliefs of a community 

with a distinct language containing semantics – everything speakers can think about and every way of 

their thinking is a medium of communication. For example, the Latin language has no word for the fe-

male friend of a man (the feminine form of amicus is amica, which means mistress, not friend) because П
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the Roman culture could not imagine a male and a female being equals, which they considered necessary 

for friendship.  

Language and culture are NOT fundamentally inseparable. At the most basic levels, language is a 

method of expressing ideas. That is, language is communication; while usually verbal, language can also 

be visual (via signs and symbols), or semiotics (via hand or body gestures). Culture, on the other hand, is 

a specific set of ideas, practices, customs and beliefs which make up a functioning society as distinct.  

Culture must have at least one language, which it uses as a distinct medium of communication to con-

vey its defining ideas, customs, beliefs, etc., from one member of the culture to another. Cultures can de-

velop multiple languages, or "borrow" languages from other cultures to use; not all such languages are 

co–equal in the culture. One of the major defining characteristics of a culture is which language(s) is the 

primary means of communication in that culture; sociologists and anthropologists draw lines between 

similar cultures heavily based on the prevalent language usage.  

Language is heavily influenced by culture – as cultures come up with new ideas, they develop lan-

guage components to express those ideas. The reverse is also true: the limits of a language can define 

what is expressible in a culture (that is, the limits of a language can prevent certain concepts from being 

part of a culture). 

Finally, languages are not solely defined by their developing culture(s) – most modern languages are 

mixtures of other prior and current languages. That is, most languages borrow words and phrases ("loan 

words") from other existing languages to describe new ideas and concept [3, p. 1.]. 

Language and communication are so closely related that they are almost the same. If we used a thesau-

rus to find alternative words for language, the top alternative is 'verbal communication', 'words', 'speech' 

and 'talking'. 

Spoken language gives us the ability to communicate in an effective manner and express the direct 

meaning we intend. We have more flexibility in our range of communication and while it is possible to 

communicate via facial expressions and gestures, we have evolved into complex beings that have the abil-

ity to vocally express ourselves. 

Language is not only a verbal way to communicate but we can also communicate through our body 

language and facial expressions; which is a whole language of its own. Body language can be used to a 

much more subtle effect and is very often a subconscious revelation of our feelings. 

We can communicate in the written form which gives us the opportunity to contemplate our language 

and thus makes sure it is used as effectively as possible. Writing gives us the chance to think of creative, 

interesting and heartfelt language that can have much more impact than spoken language.  

With modern technology there are now many more ways of communicating with people. We com-

municate via text messages, emails, social media, voicemails and instant messaging. It gives us the oppor-

tunity to communicate with people all around the globe and remain in contact with people [2, p. 1.]. 

Language is the development of the basic form of communication between human beings, and in a so-

ciety. Language is heavily influenced by culture. Culture is a specific set of ideas, practices, customs and 

beliefs which make up a functioning society distinct.  
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